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This is by request. I had never heard of it. It is from 2018 in Colorado. The father Christopher Watts
allegedly killed his wife and daughters. The name Watts is our first clue, since we have seen it many
times, connected to the upper reaches of the peerage and many faked events. Think Charlie Watts of
the Rolling Stones, as just one example of many. Also Alan Watts, Naomi Watts, and so on. The
Watts are cousins of the Queen, like the Bennetts, Bowes, Philips and Webbs. So we should already be
on high alert for a fake.
But this one is fabulously easy to blow, since the first thing I looked at was definitive. He was said to
have been moved out of Colorado for his own protection, now being held in Dodge Correctional
Institution in Wisconsin. But he isn't found on an inmate search:

The big computers also don't know he is there:

The first listing there is a match on middle name and age, and includes his wife Shanann. But there is
no location listing for Wisconsin. Prisons are among the easiest public information for computers to
compile, because they are government. I have included the listing below him, because I believe that is
also him. The first listing is the fake him, the second listing is the real him, which they have not
bothered to scrub. Notice both listings include Erie, CO, as well as locations in NC. Since only about
20,000 people live in Erie, that is unlikely to be a coincidence. So look at all the people he is related
to! The Middletons, as in Kate Middleton, again linking us closely to the Queen. Also to a Philips,
which I just mentioned. And notice where he is now: Perrysburg, OH. That's just south of Toledo,
which happens to be Department of the Air Force. All of southern Toledo is military, all the way down
to Portage. He also has Livermore, CA, on his list, another big red flag since that is where Lawrence
Livermore Lab is located. Even Erie is a red flag of that sort, since it is just a few miles north of
ASMAAR, which specializes in military intelligence. That's probably why this event was staged there:
they like to do these things within driving distance, you know. Saves on commuting time. They stage
a lot of events around Denver, as we have seen.
That is enough to go on. But there's always more. You don't think he was military?

Looks military to me. They just love to throw clues in your face, knowing you won't get them.

There he is at his sentencing in 2018. What's wrong there? What did I spot?
That's four years ago, and he is 36 now, so he was 32/33 then. A lot of gray hair and receding hairline
for a 32-year-old, eh? But remember, we just saw that he is actually 51 now, not 36, which means four
years ago he was 47. That matches his gray hair better, doesn't it?

And how's this for a fast event? He committed the crime August 13, was arrested August 15, was
charged on August 21, pled guilty November 6, and was convicted and sentenced November 19, all
within three months. Is that how our system normally works in murder cases? One month later 20/20
already had a show prepared, and HLN followed a few days later. A few days later Dr. Phil devoted a
show to it.

Here's something else strange. If we go to Shanann's page at Intelius, we find the big computer doesn't
know she ever married Watts. She is not listed as Watts, only Rzucek. Also doesn't know she is dead,
since she is listed as 38. She supposedly died at age 34. We find she is related to many Kings, and an
Onorati Rzucek, which is her mother.
Continuing the research, we find Shanann listed at Mylife and linked to Sharon Onorati, who is linked
to Rocco Onorati, who is linked to Phillips. That tends to confirm my line above, where we saw the
second Christopher Watts linked to Philips.
And here's a question for you: why does Shanann always seem to be photographed with shoulder tags?

Does someone want to tell me what kind of signaling is going on there? Or are they covering tats that
would tell us something they don't want us to know? Maybe she has an Airborne tat or a Dept. of
Defense tat.

What's wrong there? Well, they appear to all be wearing Mickey Mouse ears for fun, but they aren't.
Those were drawn in later. By whom? And why? Probably as a signal this whole thing was a Mickey
Mouse operation.
Also interesting is that Intelius has never heard of Watts' alleged mistress Nichol Kessinger of Arvada,
CO. Not surprising, since the name is spelled Nicole, not Nichol. Instantcheckmate has never heard of

her either. She is a fake person.
I also found this article from 2019 at ABC, indicating a lot of people saw through this fake and were
calling out the actors as frauds. In fact, that article and video are the first thing that come up on a
search for Rzucek, which is also weird. You wouldn't expect that to be top-listed. The second listed is
on the same thing. I find that interesting, because it means a lot of people were pushing back on this
story before I came along. No wonder, since it is so obvious.
It appears there is a book called The Fake Watts Family Murders by M. Zayas and it was stocked by
Walmart. Now out of stock. Also was at Ebay, now sold out. Also has a page at Amazon, but now
unavailable. Very weird. Even weirder: there's a Reddit page on this question, and it is blacked out.
At least for me. It loads normally and then goes to black.
It is quite hard to get any information on the name Rzucek, since all searches are set to go to this event.
So I was forced to search on “John Rzucek” to get past that. I was able to squeeze more info that way.
That search takes us to Findagrave, where we find a 60-something Sharon Rzucek whose sister Cathy
married a John Morris Kemp and a Michael Ostrowski. Their mother Fay Painter married an Asher
Webster. That helps a lot, because the Ostrowskis are Polish nobles closely related to the Counts
Wielopolski and the Princes of Montenuovo. Which may jog something in that head of yours. Take
your time.
We have seen those people twice in past few months, haven't we? Although Polish and in the British
peerage, they live in Pennsylvania and New York. See my paper on John Dillinger, where we saw
Babyface Nelson married to Helen Wawrzyniak. She linked us to these very same Counts Wielopolski
and Princes of Montenuovo. And I reminded you there that we had seen them before in my paper on
Patton. His nemesis at the Battle of the Bulge was General Baron von Manteuffel, who amusingly
dodged the Nuremberg trials and ended up teaching at West Point. Well, Manteuffel's daughter
married the Count Wielopolski, and he just happened to be the 2g-grandson of both the Holy Roman
Emperor and of Napoleon.
So I have now linked the Rzuceks to all that as well, indicating the same people staged these murders in
Colorado that have staged much much larger things. I bet even M. Zayas didn't dig that deep.

